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Scenic resort has rare, typical natural and cultural resources which are attractive 
to tourists. In order to develop the scenic spots and historic sites scientifically, the 
academic circles begin with the study on the planning of scenic resorts, specially on 
tourism localization. The main aim of tourist areas construction is protection, as 
which one premise to play tourist areas’ scientific expedition and visiting roles. As the 
rapid growth of Chinese tourism and strong attraction in scenic resources, the 
planning of scenic resort has experienced three evolved stages on tourism localization. 
First is focused on protection. Second is focused on meeting the need of tourism 
development. Last is based on protection and appropriate exploitation. This article 
studies the evolution of tourism localization of scenic resort planning and its 
underlying forces, then builds an driven model, based on the case of national scenic 
spots and historic sites of Mount Wuyi. 
The thesis is divided into six chapters： 
The first chapter is the introduction, which confirms the center in tourism 
localization of planning of scenic resort and its underlying forces based on interrelated 
research results, and then analyzes the research significance. 
The second, third and forth chapters are the core elements. The second chapter is 
to define some interrelated definitions. The third chapter is the summary about some 
localization study on tourism development and planning of tourist resort. The forth 
chapter analyzes the actualities of development of tourist resort, discusses the evolved 
path of tourism localization and evolution’s underlying forces, lastly builds an driven 
model. 
The fifth part takes the case of national scenic spots and historic sites of Mount 
Wuyi, analyzes Mount Wuyi’s tourism location and its evolution and evolution’s 
underlying forces. 
The sixth part is to sum up the thesis, analyzing main insufficiencies, and then 
puts forwards the further study in the future. 
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21 篇，规划存在问题方面 2篇，规划的实施管理 8篇，规划技术的 18 篇，规划
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